Vamizi Island
Rate Sheet: Additional Activities
Whether it is deep sea fishing, diving, dhow cruises or any of a wide range of interests that sets your heart thumping with excitement, enjoy the ultimate Mozambique adventure with a selection of exciting tours and
activities that highlight the best of what the country has to offer. Although we're confident that we can find something to delight you at any time of year, some of our adventures do depend on the seasons or other factors, so
please contact us for more details on validity dates or other conditions.
Valid from 1 January to 31 December 2019
All rates are quoted in USD

Rate

Charged

Duration

No Guests

Notes

Description

Adventure

Culture

Culinary

Scenic

SCUBA DIVING
Single Open Water Dive (equipment
included)

125

per person

Vamizi Island Marine Sanctuary

Single Open Water Dive (with own
equipment)

115

per person

Vamizi Island Marine Sanctuary

&Beyond Vamizi Island’s waters contain a plethora of marine life

per person

Neptune's Arm; Advanced divers & in
season

in the world. A combination of wild underwater landscapes, the

Double Open Water Dive

180

Min 4

•
and have been deemed one of the healthiest coral reef eco-systems

•

bounty of tropical ocean currents and an abundance of aquatic life,
makes Vamizi a truly world-class diving holiday destination. Dive

5 Dive Package (equipment included)

550

•

sites are being discovered all the time, catering for all abilities from

per person

the novice to the experienced diver and Vamizi’s PADI dive masters
5 Dive Package (with own equipment)

and instructors are always on hand to guide or teach.

530

per person

10 Dive Package (equipment included)

1,120

per person

•

10 Dive Package (with own equipment)

960

per person

•

PADI Open Water Diver

800

per person

Inclusive of PADI materials, boat and
equipment

This diving course gives guests a good theoretical knowledge of diving followed by a practical test in
the world's most beautiful swimming pool - the balmy waters of the Indian Ocean, teeming with
marine life. At the end of the course, guests are issued with a PADI Open Water diving certificate

•

PADI Advanced Open Water Diver

700

per person

Inclusive of PADI materials, boat and
equipment

This course is for divers who already hold a recognised entry level certification with a minimum of
four open water training dives. The course provides a sample of some specialised diving skills, as well
as giving divers an opportunity to sharpen their skills and benefit from personal instruction. The
course ends in a higher certification level.

•

PADI Discover Scuba Diving/resort dive

250

PADI Bubblemaker (Pool only)

150

Ideal for children who would like to enjoy a taste of the dive experience, this course is similar in
structure to the Discover Scuba course but is restricted to swimming pool depth. The course is
offered to children above the age of 8 years old.

•

DIVE COURSES

per person
Children ages 8 - 11

Ideal for children who would like to enjoy a taste of the dive experience, this course is similar in
structure to the Discover Scuba course. The course is offered to children above the age of 8 years old.

PADI Bubblemaker (Pool and Reef Dive)

280

per person

Single Training Dive

165

per person

Repeat Discover Scuba Diving / Refresher
Dive

165

per person

Sport Fishing Half Day

950

per boat

4 hrs

Max 4

Includes use of all fishing tackle,
instruction, drinks & fuel

Sport Fishing Full Day

1,500

per boat

8 hrs

Max 4

Includes use of all fishing tackle,
instruction, drinks & fuel

50

per boat

8 hrs

Max 4

Includes use of all fishing tackle,
instruction, drinks & fuel

Necessary for fully certified divers who have not participated in diving for 7 months or more.

•
•
•

FISHING

Guided Shore Fishing (our equipment)
strictly tag & release
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&Beyond Vamizi Island is surrounded by deep water and healthy coral reefs
which provide a bountiful habitat for a multitude of fish species. More than
50 sport fishing varieties are present and, while some species are
migratory, most do not have to venture far to feed and are present in large
numbers year round. The beauty of fishing at Vamizi is in its remoteness there are almost no other fishing boats in the area allowing guests virtually
exclusive rights to the waters. Embark on a thrilling deep-sea fishing
excursion, ethically run blue water spearfishing trip or a catch-and-release
fly-fishing adventure.

•
•
•
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BOAT TRIPS

Snorkling from a motorboat

No Charge

Doliphin and Whale Watching

Castaway Picnic

Kayaking

Sailing and traditional Dhow Sunset Cruises

Guided Nature walks

Turtle Watching and releasing

250

per person

2 hrs

Min 4; Max 8

Whale Watching season only

Grab a snorkel, mask and a set of fins to explore the healthy coral reefs
around &Beyond Vamizi Island. The best snorkelling spots are reached by
motorboat with a guide, but there is also outstanding snorkelling to be had
from the shore. This is a wonderful activity for both children and adults
alike!

•

Between July and September each year the humpback whales pass &Beyond
Vamizi Island on their epic voyage from East Africa to Antarctica. They
bring their new-born calves with them and the new families enjoy
frolicking in the deep water channels around the island. The whale
watching trips offer the perfect opportunity to see these incredible animals
up close.

•

No Charge

Indulge on a mouth-watering array of scrumptious picnic delights at one of
the numerous secluded picnic spots scattered around &Beyond Vamizi
Island. This is the ultimate desert island experience.

No Charge

Choose from a selection of single or double kayaks and embark on a guided
or solo kayaking adventure through the island’s estuary at Muntu Nkulu.
Glide effortlessly over glass-like water whilst colourful coral reef fish,
turtles and cowrie shells pass just beneath you. Alternatively, drift silently
through the mangroves in search of kingfishers, green herons and fish
eagles.

•

•

No Charge

The regular trade breezes and calm seas afforded by the reef to the north
of &Beyond Vamizi Island ensure the conditions for sailing are almost
always perfect. A selection of Hobie Cats and dinghies are kept at the Dive
Centre. Alternatively, more relaxed sunset cruises on a traditional dhow
are a fabulous way to see out the day with a glass of chilled wine, whilst
searching for dolphins and turtles.

•

•

No Charge

&Beyond Vamizi Island is home to a great variety of flora and fauna. There
are a number of trails through the coastal forest and along the beach,
stopping off in deserted sandy coves for a cooling swim. To get the most of
these walks, it’s best to go early in the morning with your resident guide
who will point out samango monkeys and giant coconut crabs as well as a
multitude of forest and coastal birds.

•

•

No Charge

&Beyond Vamizi Island is home to green sea turtles that come up onto the
beach to nest at night. If you’re lucky enough to be there in season, you
can witness this amazing sight. When the eggs hatch some baby turtles may
be trapped in the sand and these stragglers are saved and released by the
Conservation Team; a fantastic activity for children to be involved in!
Included in guests stay.
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Charged

Duration
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Notes

Yoga and treatments

Please refer to treatment menu

Treat yourself to soothing spa therapy session or enjoy a private yoga class
in the privacy of your villa. Subject to availability.

Community visits

No Charge

Immerse yourself in the local customs and traditions of the fisherman
communities on &Beyond Vamizi Island on a guided tour.

•

•
Adventure

Culture

Culinary

Scenic

•

THE FINE PRINT
Activities cannot be pre-booked and may only be booked at the lodge.
All rates are inclusive of VAT and in US Dollars.
A conservation fee will be added for all water activities.
All activities are weather dependent.
Full details of listed activities available on request.
Scuba Diving includes boat hire, all equipment and fuel.
Dive courses includes all material, training and certification fees.
Scuba Refresher - is mandatory for any diver with less than 25 dives who has not logged a dive in the last 6 months or any diver with 26-100 dives who has not logged a dive in the last 1 year.
Certification and medical clearance is reqired prior to diving. Rates include equipment and no reduction is available for own equipment.
Snorkelling includes boat hire, all equipment, soft refreshment and fuel.
Salwater flyfishing/deep sea fishing includes boat hire, guide and all fishing tackle. Fuel costs will be confirmed upon booking with the fishing guide.
Rates are subject to change without prior notice.
Horse riding Safaris has a 85 kg weight restriction.
Please be advised that the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Drones) is not allowed in any of the conservation areas we manage, until such time as their impact on wildlife and anti-poaching initiatives can be assessed. This rule will apply throughout Africa, as our partners in various countries and
regions have adopted a similar stance.
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